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i11ele were two significant results from this reporting period. A
theoretical evaluation of the proportional and linear relation,,hip
between absoluteand relative thermal inertia wai, i .erformed 4ind
a potentially more accurate expression for Absolute thermal inertia
mapping was proposed. Preparations were made :or the field trip
to the Powder River Basin in July.
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A. Problems
Our invcstig.ition has been Impacted by the loss of the two
technicians who maintained and operrlted the thermal scanner and field
equipment. Training the tivw personnel has been time consuming; but
we still anticipate being; ready to acquire low-clltitude aircraft
thermal d. ► ta and to deploy our ground monitoring crews at selected
sites in the Powder River Basin in July/August during times of selected
satellite overpasses. If this also coincides with the U2 flights a
unique data set can be acgaired.
a
B. Accomplishments
Our investigation has focused on tw ,) areas: further evaluation
of the thermal model and preparation planning; for the USCS aircraft
flights and field supl•oct.
We have re-examined the theoretical basis for the realtionship
between absolute thermal inertia and "relative" thermal inertia. The
proportional approximation proposed by Price is satisfactory
under certain conditions but the linear approximation derived from our
previous modeling studies was found to be- more accurate. Our most
recent analysis suggests a much more accurate form:
1
labs s a - P rel + 0 - P-rel
where	
11
	
rel	
(1-A)/AV
	
AV	 day-nite temperature difference
	
A	 albedo
a,s - coefficients which are functions of site
parameters and topography.
A least squares comparison among; theso forms, based on a limited set of
sits parameters indicates that the non-linear form has a 5 times smaller
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error than the linear and a 25 times smallrr error than the proportional
form.
This expre-,lion for ab.,:olute thermal inertia will be tested using; the
HON data.
T	 In preparation for comparing; low-altitude thermal-inertia products
to those produced with satellite data, we have performer', an analog;
to digital converts on on USCS scanner data over a portion of Cabeza
I'rieta in Arizona. We are in the process of geometrically registering;
the daytime images to the nighttime as the next step in producing
the relative thermal-inortta image.
The field equipment, consisting; of radiometric and meteorological
instrumentation and recorders, has been modified to be field portable.
The recorders nave been calibrated, and all instruments appear to be
function i ng; properly. We are also in the process of acquiring a
normal incidence pyrhelion ►eter modified with a silicon detector;
this instrument will be used to measure the direct component of the
solar radiation in tite same spectral bandwidth as 11C?n1. In addition,
we have Dude arrangements to borrow a rocketsonde and receiving	 r ,
station; the rocketsonde will be used in conjunction with ground
measurements to obtain temperature and humidity profiles for atmospheric
transmission n ►odeling; in the thermal 1K region.
The objectives plannL-d for the next quarter will include the
preflight preparation (flight line s.'.ection, scanner calibration,
ground crew cord ination), site :;election and development of ground
stations, and the missior ijerfIights. lu addition we will be
examin;r►g; the first HOD!, screening; product , and plan to place orders
for appropriate data.
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C.	 Si-Lnilica r it Re sult s
The significant results from this r.-porting h+ • riod are:
Theorctical ly evaluat+-.l the proportional .111.1 I ins .1r relat ion-
Ship between :absolute and relativo thermal inertia and
proposed a potentially more acr.ur. ► t	 .x1) resnioil for :aba.+lute
thermal-i.iertis mapping.
Prepared gtound support equil+m. • nt for the field trip to the
i
Powder River Basin.
For det:liIs of these result:;, see the accomplishments section.
1). Publi cations S P resentation s
lien Watson made .1 presentation at NASA ll.'adquarters review on
March 29, 1978 on background studies and tutor. ap}+l i:.+t inns of thermal
Inertia mopping.
E. Recommendations
At t11e llC`Dl progr.im revi.'w discussions occurred about the value 	 r
of extending the program for at least one or two years. We strongly
support this need both to complote analysis of data acquired 1.1te
in the mission and to support integration of these studies Uith
other therm:ll satellite data iticludint; L.ANUSAT-3 and Tiros-N.
F. Funds P.\pend._d
Total exl>enditurea to date:	 $14,175
G. Data Utility
No 112 or satellite data have been made avail.lble to us.
